A study of the effect of the transition curve in the coupling elements between the carbody and the bogie. International Journal of Heavy Vehicle Systems, Inderscience, In press, 21 (4) Abstract: This work describes an analysis of the effect of the transition curves in the coupling elements between the carbody and the bogie, by means of recorded variables under commercial operation conditions of a railway vehicle. A set of field tests are developed and applied to the railway system as a basis to validate a numerical model. The dataset is obtained from a numerical model based on the multi-body systems theory using a transient method. The study focuses on the dynamic evaluation of the vehicle to determine the transversal dynamic effect generated by the circulation in the transition curve sections, especially in curves with short radius. The work includes a case study of a passenger railway, and it is used to identify aspects of the railway system that could be improved by the operators, such as inspection routines, rail track design and elements subjected to considerable loads.
Introduction
Passenger trains have a two-stage suspension:
• primary -elements that connect the bogie to the axlebox
• secondary -elements that connect the carbody to the bogie.
The coupling between carbody and bogie has a structural element with two main functions:
• to provide structural stiffness to loads distribution
• to allow the connection to the bogie in the secondary suspension stage (Martinod et al., 2012a) .
The coupling between carbody and bogie must, among other functions,
• allow the bogie to turn relative to the carbody on curved track
• provide additional control of lateral suspension inputs.
These problems have been solved by different alternatives depending on the rolling stock -traction or trailing, passenger or freight, medium or high speed. If the vehicle has such design that it experiences a period of unstable running with a speed lower than the vehicle running speed, then the addition of a yaw resistance torque is necessary, and also, if the deflection of the suspension is insufficient, a vertical flexibility in the carbody to the bogie is necessary (Castañeda et al., 2012; Orlova, 2006) . Existing designs of coupling between carbody and bogie point to obtain a configuration as simple as possible by means of a reduction of the quantity of parts, specifically, a reduction of the elements that possess coupling with friction surfaces. The designs are classified according to the typology of the coupling configuration (Spiryagin et al., 2014; Orlova, 2006 ):
• central plane plate
• spherical central supporting frame
• central bolster beam
• watt hinge
• pendulum hinge
• connection without beam.
The work focuses on studying the effects that the track sections, denominated as transition curve (TC), exercise on the coupling elements between carbody and bogie. The paper is supported by a set of numerical simulations based on the multi-body theory and a set of measurements on commercial operating conditions. The computational simulations of the non-linear dynamics of railway systems are composed of two elements (Shabana et al., 2008) :
• the vehicle conformed by equations of motion that are formulated and solved from perturbations of the system
• the track geometrical definition.
These elements are addressed here.
The vehicle
The work focuses on trains that have a central bolster beam configuration-type, which is used with the objective of obtaining a connection without edge-contact and increasing the friction torque to resist the yaw of the bogie; the mass of the carbody is transmitted through the bolster beam and it can only turn relative to the bolster about a vertical axle (Orlova, 2006) . The disadvantages of using this configuration include:
• the existence of clearances in longitudinal and lateral directions
• the design, which provides enough ride quality only for bogies having low lateral stiffness of secondary suspension stage.
The configuration is used widely in passenger trains -e.g. in the former USSR (Orlova, 2006) .
The track
The dynamic behaviour of the vehicle depends on the geometry of the wheel and the rail. An efficient and systematic description of the geometry of the track is obtained by using a set of standard section types (Shabana et al., 2008 ):
• tangent track -straight
• circular curve (CC) with constant radius R
• TC i , entrance to CC -spiral entrance tangent to the curve
• TC f , exit of CC -spiral exit tangent to the curve
• other section types -switch, crosslevel, etc.
The section types are used to describe the track design and to facilitate the development of the mathematical formulation of complex tracks. Transition curve (TC) is used when a circular curve joins the straight track or when a circular curve joins another track section, for smoothly compensating of the lateral acceleration on the vehicle as the radius of the track changes (Mundrey, 2010) . To ensure traffic safety and provide comfort to passengers, cant is also introduced into the TC to help offset lateral forces develop from the tilting plane (Shen et al., 2013) . In TC, the curvature value, 1/R, gradually increases from 1/R = 0 in straight track, to the curvature corresponding to the CC value; the increment of the curvature has a linear relation, s/LR = 1/r, where L is the length of the TC section, s is the distance away from the start point of the TC and 1/r is the curvature at that point distance away (Profillidis, 2014; Shen et al., 2013) . In consequence, the curvature equation can be expressed as dφ/ds = 1/r, where TC can be defined through the parameter φ, which describes a geometry corresponding to a clothoid (Euler spiral), half-sine or cubic parabola depending on the railway system (Profillidis, 2014; Shen et al., 2013) . In the railway industry, the geometry of the track is defined by the following three variables (Shabana et al., 2008) :
• projection, which defines the planar curve obtained by projecting the reference line on the horizontal plane
• development, which defines an elevation angle
• crosslevel, which defines a bank angle φ that represents the rotation of the profile frame about the tangent to the reference line.
Description of the object of study
The study is applied to passenger vehicles belonging to the mass railway vehicle fleet of Medellin city (Colombia), a railway system with 18 years of operation that has trains composed of two units each one with three coupled cars. The original equipment manufacturer of rolling stock was MAN, for the mechanical components, and Siemens for the electrical components. The vehicles are similar in geometry and design to the units ET420 train set, formerly operated by Deutsche Bahn, e.g., Munich S-Bahn (Martinod et al., 2012b) . The total length of each unit of three cars is 68.5 m; the end cars are powered, whereas the centre car is an unpowered trailer car. Each car possesses two bogies provided by two axle-wheel sets; each bogie has two suspension stages (Martinod et al., 2012a) . The distribution of the permanent track has three lines (A, B, C), which have been classified into three types of curved tracks according to the railway normative (International Union of Railways, 2005):
• short radius curve
• medium radius curve
• long radius curve (Table 1) .
The curved tracks with lower R have a bigger crosslevel value and a bigger twisting effect in the TC owing to the bank angle φ, therefore, the curved sections with a lower R have a TC section with higher perturbation on the vehicle, and then have a bigger dynamic effect over the train. As a consequence, the work focuses on the curved sections with lower radius (250 m < R < 400 m).
The commercial tracks -Line A and Line B -have a set of curves with R = 300 m, with a speed range V = [62, …, 80]km/h. The curves have been classified according to the curve radius (see Table 2 ). 
Development of the numerical model
The dynamic simulations are practical sources of data and they are widely used to demonstrate running safety and acceptability of the dynamic behaviour of the vehicle (Evans and Berg, 2009 ). This dynamic is represented by a numerical model in which the accuracy is mainly affected by the model of wheel-rail contact and by the models of vehicle suspension components (Bruni et al., 2011; Di Gialleonardo et al., 2012) . The developed numerical model represents a motor car with 120 degrees of freedom (Castañeda et al., 2012) and its graphical representation is presented in Figure 1 . The model approach is to numerically solve the equations that compose the system with methods developed by DeltaRail through the software VAMPIRE®, where the particular parameters of the model are described in a precedent study (Martinod et al., 2012b) . 
Validation of the numerical model
The validation process is structured in two stages. In the first stage, two field tests were done using the frontal bolster beam, and a set of measurements of the bolster beam are recorded (Table 3) , composed by the acquisition of eight signals -speed, forces and accelerations − distributed in five measuring points (Figure 2 ). In the second stage, it has been done a set of dynamic simulations of the numerical model that emulates the existing dynamic conditions in the experimental field tests (Appendix 1, Table 6 ). Then, a direct comparison between the experimental field tests and the numerical tests is performed. The entire dataset is available by from authors of this paper, as an example, Appendix 1 ( Figure 7 ) presents a set of results. The rms value is the estimator used to describe the dynamic signals in time domain; therefore, the difference of the rms values is established as the quantification of the deviation error between the signals, ε rms . The ε rms values have been classified according to the physical nature of the measurement:
• force deviation error, ε F rms -expressed in load terms
• acceleration deviation error, ε A rms . Consequently, it is obtained that ε rms = {ε F rms , ε A rms } represents the precision indicator of the model (Table 4) . Considering a limit value of the indicator ε F rms equivalent to a 100th fraction of the load carried by the carbody m CB , i.e., ε F lim = m CB /100 = 236.03 kg, it is observed that ε F rms << ε F lim . On the other side, considering a limit value of the indicator ε A rms equivalent to a 100th part of the gravity constant 1G, i.e., ε A lim = 1G/100 = 0.098 m/s 2 , it is obtained that ε A rms << ε A lim .
The signals are transformed to the frequency domain; the difference of the peak value between the signals obtained by the experimental and numerical tests represents the error, ε pSD . It is observed that ε pSD values are found below a 5% of deviation. It is possible to consider the numerical model valid because the values ε = {ε F rms , ε A rms , ε pSD } represent an acceptable deviation level for the scope of this work. 
Study case
There are two parameters of curved tracks that generate the major transversal dynamic effect on the vehicle:
• V, the running speed of the vehicle on the track
• s, the length of the TC section. Table 2 allows identifying one track to study: curve C44, with maximum running speed of the vehicle V = 80 km/h and a TC section with a shorter length s C44 = 58.96 m. The focus of the paper is to analyse the effect of the transition curve in the coupling elements between the carbody and the bogie, therefore, it is planned to carry two types of tests to record the load on those coupling elements:
• experimental test in commercial operation conditions
• virtual environment test considering different conditions.
The tests are listed here.
Development of the experimental test
Two experimental tests have been done:
• force-deformation test under laboratory conditions, done on the transversal bumpstop buffer, obtaining the function characterisation of the element stiffness
• field test under commercial operation of the system, in which a vehicle is implemented with a set of transducers with laser distance mounted on the bogie (Figure 3) , recording transversal displacement of the pivot column. On the basis of the two types of experimental tests
• laboratory
• field, it is possible to find the load exerted on the transversal bumpstop buffers F2T. Figure 4 shows the recorded fragment of the results of the obtained dynamic load F2T corresponding to the circulation of the vehicle on the track section corresponding to curve C44. It is noted that, on the section track of the transition curve T Cf , the vehicle speed V is lower than the designed speed track, recording a gradient deceleration. 
Development of the virtual environment test
The numerical model is used and set to work in different track sections, each one with a different TC. Then, a scenario ξ 1 is defined: a vehicle running in a commercial curved track section corresponding to the curve C44 (R = 300 m) with different running speeds V = {40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90} km/h (see Appendix 2). A numerical model associated to virtual transducers is, therefore, built, located in the secondary suspension stage, and registering the loads that are carried by the pivot column to the transversal bumpstop buffers. Figure 5 presents the dynamic load F2T in the transversal bumpstop buffers during the vehicle circulation in the section track, with different running speed conditions. It is observed that, if the vehicle speed is lower than the designed speed of the track (V < 80 km/h), the pivot column exerts load over the right bumpstop buffer, i.e., the carbody rests on the path direction -inner side of the curve -owing to a speed deficiency. Table 5 presents the maximum loads over the transversal bumpstop buffers registered in each curved track (TC i , TC f ), noting that, if the vehicle speed is higher, or equal, to the designed speed of the track (V ≥ 80 km/h), the high value of the component of the clothoid spiral in the transition sections of the curve (TC i , TC f ) generates a dynamic effect between the carbody and the bogie, owing to a considerable twist in the track section. In consequence, it is obtained that:
• the section of the TC i curve causes the pivot column to generate a load over the left bumpstop buffer (the carbody rests on the field track -outer side of the curve)
• the section of the TC f curve causes the pivot column to generate a load over the right bumpstop buffer (the carbody rests on the path direction -inner side of the curve).
The length of the transition sections (TC i , TC f ) of curve C44 causes the Cornu spiral to be considerable; if the twist of the track fails to overcome the rolling inertia of the carbody in circulation on the curve, then the bogie must guide the carbody causing the buffer in the pivot column and load in the transversal bumpstop buffers. 
Analysis of the results
It is observed that even with the vehicle transiting at designed running speed on short radius curves (R ≈ 300 m), a transversal dynamic effect will exist in the vehicle transitions (TC i , TC f ), such that it carries the bumpstop buffers. As a consequence, it is planned to observe the effect that the length of the TC possesses in relation to the load F2T, therefore, a scenario ξ 2 is defined, which constitutes a vehicle at a designed track running speed V = 80 km/h circulating in different section curves of short radius (R = 300 m), which differ in the TC length; it is defined as a length of the reference TC section, s C44 = 58.96 m, from which a set of curves is constructed by increasing the parameter, s = s C44 + {+10, +20, +30, +40, +60, +80}m. Appendix 2 (Figure 8) shows the registers of the F2T dynamic load increasing s, noting that peak values of the dynamic load in the transversal bumpstop buffers have an inverse relation to the length of the transition curve section, i.e., max(F2T) ∝ s -1 . From the set of peak values, max(F2T), obtained in the different s, it is possible to identify the relation by an exponential regression model (Figure 6 ). 
Conclusions and future work
This work shows a noteworthy utility of the use of virtual techniques that allow generating significant information avoiding unnecessary dead times of the system for inspection.
The paper has proposed and applied a methodology for estimating the effect of the transition curve in the coupling elements between carbody and bogie by measuring variables under commercial conditions of the vehicle.
The vehicle travels at the designed running speed on curved sections with short radius (R ≈ 300 m), which have transition sections (TC i , TC f ) that causes dynamic loads F2T in the components:
• the pivot column of the carbody
• the bumpstop buffers of the bogie.
The dynamic loads F2T generate cyclic fatigue loads on the pivot column of the carbody and on the bumpstop buffers of the bogie. It is possible to use the exponential regression model obtained in this study, to make modifications to the designed track, specifically in the sections length TC i and TC f , mitigating (or even eliminating) the dynamic loads F2T that generate fatigue effects on the components.
By the exponential regression model obtained in this study, it is possible to estimate the peak values of the dynamic load, max(F2T), of a comprehensive set of sections tracks with similar section tracks (R ≈ 300 m, V = 80 km/h).
In addition, this study can be replicated to find estimations of the dynamic loads exerted on the coupling elements between carbody and bogie for the circulation of the vehicle in track sections with diverse characteristics. 
